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Last Post / Company Sector Description

Tribe Crypto Labs Accelerator Program ($40M-$150M)

EclipseEclipse Blockchain Infrastructure Customizable rollup provider and L2 running on Solana Virtual Machine

NibiruNibiru DeFi Layer 1 blockchain on Cosmos and financial hub powering decentralized derivatives trading

Re Re Decentralized Insuretech Decentralized reinsurance marketplace

zkLabszkLabs Blockchain Infrastructure Deploys zkEVMs for alternative L1s to increase interoperability

$500M+

BerachainBerachain Layer 1 EVM compatible Cosmos based L1

Digital Currency GroupDigital Currency Group Holding Company A holding company to build and support blockchain companies

$100M-$499M

FlipsideFlipside Blockchain Analytics Enabling on-demand blockchain analytics

SwitchboardSwitchboard Oracle Oracle as a service providing custom solutions to tailor fit protocols

LineraLinera Layer 1 A new L1 designed to bring the elastic scaling of Web2 to Web3

AnalogAnalog Layer 0 Layer 0 built for interoperability of cross-chain data

Hike GlobalHike Global Gaming Building the Rush Gaming Universe

Alliance DAOAlliance DAO Accelerator Leading accelerator for web3 companies

ThetanutsThetanuts DeFi Multi-chain decentralized protocol offering options trading and structured options products

MystikoMystiko Blockchain Infrastructure A zero knowledge privacy layer for blockchains, bridges, wallets, and dapps

EarthEarth RWA Short term rentals and workspaces all payable in crypto

$25M-$99M

Lava NetworkLava Network Blockchain Infrastructure Decentralized RPC infrastructure

HourglassHourglass DeFi Hourglass provides liquid staking on top of time-locked vaults within the Frax and Convex ecosystems

Blueprint FinanceBlueprint Finance Decentralized Finance Protocol for short term credit facilities serving as liquidation protection for DeFi loans

NeuralFabricNeuralFabric AI Network for open source foundational models, enabling generative AI applications.
RevvRevv DeFi A non-custodial, RFQ-based options exchange 

Alkimiya DeFi Permissionless, open-source protocol for blockspace capital markets

SwitchboardMudrex DeFi Create and invest in automated trading strategies and custom crypto indices

RebaseRebase NFTs Enables NFT projects to create geo-location based  experiences

ManaMana Artificial Intelligence Artifical intellgence for general investing frameworks

MacroMacro Security / Audits Providing audits and supporting the web3 community in finding bugs

Creator DAO Creator Economy Platform for investing in creators in exchange for a percentage of their future earnings

$10M-$24M

ParclParcl RWA Noncustodial AMM for perpetual synthetic assets in real estate

SpindlSpindl Marketing Attribution for crypto companies, allowing them to see their users' origin and on-chain behavior 

WyndWynd Decentralized Consumer Decentralized residential proxy network

InfraredInfrared Decentralized Finance Liquid staking derivatives and yield optimization for Berachain

Exa ProtocolExa Protocol Blockchain Infrastructure Distributed file system using mobile devices

Nevermined AGNevermined AG Artificial Intelligence Enterprise-grade data sharing platform

https://www.eclipse.builders/
https://nibiru.fi/marketing/
https://re.xyz/
https://zklabs.io/#welcome
https://berachain.com/
https://dcg.co/
https://flipsidecrypto.xyz/
https://switchboard.xyz/
https://linera.io/
https://www.analog.one/
https://rush.network/
https://alliance.xyz/
https://www.thetanuts.finance/
https://mystiko.network/
https://earth.net/
https://www.lavanet.xyz/
https://app.dework.xyz/Hourglass (fka PitchDAO)
https://twitter.com/Blueprint_DeFi
https://neuralfabric.ai/
https://revv.xyz/
https://alkimiya.io/
https://mudrex.com/
https://rebase.gg/home
http://manafund.com
https://0xmacro.com/
https://creatordao.com/
https://www.parcl.co/
https://www.spindl.xyz/
https://www.getgrass.io/
https://twitter.com/InfraredFinance
https://www.exaprotocol.com/
https://nevermined.io/


Defined FinanceDefined Finance Blockchain Analytics Data platform that lets users query on-chain data and interact across multiple blockchains and protocols

Lit ProtocolLit Protocol Blockchain Infrastructure Distributed key management for encryption, signing, and compute.

AukilabsAukilabs Augmented Reality SDK for shared AR applications

MnemonicMnemonic Blockchain Analytics Data API platform for NFT's and associated analysis

BlockjoyBlockjoy Blockchain Infrastructure A purpose built Blockchain hypervisor & management tool

Adapt FramworkAdapt Framwork Blockchain Infrastructure A zero-trust framework for secure storage and management of highly critical data.

WeMetaWeMeta Metaverse The premier platform for digital real estate

Engi NetworkEngi Network Blockchain Infrastructure Job board for web3 contract engineers

Enhanced Digital GroupEnhanced Digital Group DeFi Wholesaler and market maker for structured products in crypto.

$1M-$9M

RelayRelay Blockchain Infrastructure Creating web3-enabled OpenAI agents with ENS names and messaged via XMTP

CarapaceCarapace DeFi Protection against default in unprotected crypto loans

BattleboundBattlebound Gaming Web3 game development studio

DaolensDaolens DAO Tooling Platform to help DAOs to onboard their members

ZGenZGen Blockchain Infrastructure Blockchain developer guild

BuildbearBuildbear Blockchain Infrastructure Comprehensive end-to-end testing of web3 applications

Fund Investments

R/Crypto VC Fund Seed Fund Republic venture capital fund

Kraken Ventures Seed Fund Kraken venture capital fund

Liquid Tokens

Akash NetworkAkash Network Blockchain Infrastructure Open network that lets users buy and sell computing resources securely and efficiently

Lido DeFi Liquid staking solutions for POS blockchain

LevanaLevana DeFi Fully-collateralized perpetual swaps

Frax DeFi Innovative decentralized stablecoins and DeFi stablecoin infrastructure.

Polygon Layer 2 Ethereum scaling solution

Atom Layer 1 Powering the Cosmos ecosystem

CyberconnectCyberconnect Decentralized Social Decentralized social network

1inch DeFi DEX aggregator

Pocket NetworkPocket Network Blockchain Infrastructure Decentralized RPC infrastructure

LumerinLumerin DeFi Hashpower marketplace

Alex LabsAlex Labs DeFi DeFi for the Bitcoin ecosystem

HumanodeHumanode Layer 1 Decentralized decision-making system that allocates voting power equally among all individuals in the network

Gelato DeFi Web3's decentralized backend and L2 rollup

Paragons DaoParagons Dao Gaming An economic and social partner-DAO to blockchain-powered gaming ecosystems

AAG VenturesAAG Ventures Gaming Blockchain gaming guild developing L1 and wallet products

Terra Layer 1 A fractional-algorithmic stablecoin system

Chainport Bridging Institutional grade custodial bridges

PolysportsPolysports Gaming Fantasy Sports & NFT Metaverse bettting platform with built in payment rails

https://www.defined.fi/
https://litprotocol.com/
https://aukilabs.com/
https://www.mnemonichq.com/
https://www.blockjoy.com/
https://www.adaptframework.solutions/
https://wemeta.world/
https://engi.netw
https://www.enhanceddigital.group/
https://www.daopanel.com/
https://www.carapace.finance/
https://battlebound.io/
https://www.daolens.com/
https://zgen.hu/
https://www.buildbear.io/
https://akash.network/
http://lido.fi/
https://www.levana.finance/
https://frax.finance/
https://polygon.technology/
https://cosmos.network/
https://link3.to/cyberconnect
https://1inch.io/
https://www.pokt.network/
https://lumerin.io/
https://www.alexgo.io/
https://humanode.io/
https://www.gelato.network/
https://paragonsdao.com/
https://aag.ventures/
https://www.terra.money/
https://www.chainport.io/
https://www.polysports.com/


Legal Notices

This document is furnished by Tribe Capital Managment, LLC ("Tribe Capital") for information purposes only and is not intended as investment advice, an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security.

This document contains current portfolio companies held directly or indirectly by Tribe Crypto Fund I, LP, Tribe Crypto US Fund I, LP,  Tribe Digital Future Fund I, L.P., Tribe Crypto Aggregator I Ltd., TCF I Ltd, and DFF 
Holdings Ltd. (the "Tribe Crypto Funds").  It does not include investments held by Tribe Capital's venture capital funds, including those in Digital Assets and blockchain-based investments, except to the extent also held by the 
Tribe Crypto Funds.  Certain portfolio companies presented are held by multiple entities sponsored by Tribe Capital.   Excludes defunct or fully realized investments.

Certain information presented herein is based information from third-party sources. While Tribe believes such information to be accurate, it has relied upon such sources as accurate information and has not independently verified such information.

The reader should not assume that an investment in any company was or will be profitable.

The enterprise values listed on our website are determined by Tribe Capital and reflect the firm's good faith valuation of the enterprise value of each company, not the size or carrying value of Tribe Capital's investment, the 
amount of deployed capital in the company, or the relative concentration within the portfolios of its various clients.  Enterprise values are generally based on the most recent financing round post-money valuation for the 
company's equity capital.  From time to time, enterprise values may also be based upon numerous assumptions with respect to industry performance, general business, economic, geo-political, market and financial conditions 
and other matters, all of which are difficult to predict and beyond our control.  Such enterprise values may also reflect numerous estimates and assumptions related to the applicable company’s business that are inherently 
subject to significant economic, political and competitive uncertainties, all of which are difficult to predict and many of which are beyond our control.  As a result, although the enterprise values set forth on our website are 
calculated in good faith based on assumptions believed to be reasonable at the time the enterprise value was calculated, there can be no assurance that the assumptions made in preparing such enterprise value will prove 
accurate or that the enterprise value reflected therein will be realized upon a liquidity event.   Enterprise values are estimated, unaudited, and subject to change.  Unless otherwise noted, all valuations are as of December 31, 
2023.

TRIBE CAPITAL® and certain other marks or logos displayed on this presentation are registered trademarks and service marks of and owned by Tribe Capital. You may not use any of those or any other Tribe Capital 
trademarks, trade names or service marks in any manner that creates the impression that such names and marks belong to or are associated with you or your affiliates or are used with Tribe Capital's consent.


